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Installation Instructions for

Ensu Wall 700WSENSU_
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920WSENSU

G P I :ENERAL RODUCT NFORMATION

Mount to either a 4" square electrical box with
round plaster ring or an octagonal electrical box.

Suitable for damp locations.

W CALL OLLECTION

C AUTION — RISK OF FIRE

This product requires installation by a qualified

electrician. Before installing be sure to read all

instructions and TURN OFF POWER TO THE

ELECTRICAL BOX.

Install the Wall Canopy
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1 With the Allen wrench provided, remove the two fixture

screws from the top and base of the fixture.

Remove the mounting plate from the back of the

fixture.
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Secure the mounting plate to the electrical box with the

provided #8-32 screws .

#8-32 SCREW

MOUNTING
PLATE
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Connect the fixture to a suitable ground in accordance

with local electrical codes.

Connect the white fixture wire to the neutral power line

wire with a wire nut.

Connect the black fixture wire to the hot power line

wire with a wire nut.

Properly place the transformer, wires, and wires nut

connections into the electrical box.

Mount the fixture by sliding it back onto the mounting

plate and reinstalling the two fixture screws (reversal of

figure 1A).
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Adjust the Canopy

Note: Depending on the size of the shade and the

desired distance of the shade from the wall,

Adjustments of the canopy length can be made

using the following section. It is important to plan

out the desired height of the pendant along with the

desired distance from the wall before shortening the

cable.

1 If needed, adjust the canopy arm’s length by loosening

the extension screw, pull the arm out to the desired

position, and secure it in place by re tightening the

screw.

Install the Fixture
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CANOPY ARM

EXTENSION SCREW

Follow the instruction provided with the pendant to

shorten the cable.

While securing the pendant with one hand, pass the

Freejack male connector through the hole in the canopy

arm.

For installations that are not extending the canopy arm:

In order for the Freejack connector to pass through the

canopy arm, the canopy arm must be temporarily

extended. Follow section 2A to extend the arm, pass the

Freejack connector through the canopy arm, and then

secure the canopy arm back to the original position.

Screw the Fixture FreeJack male connector into the

FreeJack female connector.
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FIXTURE FREEJACK
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